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easurement accuracy in control
f segmented-mirror telescopes

ouglas G. MacMartin and Gary Chanan

Design concepts for future large optical telescopes have highly segmented primary mirrors, with the
out-of-plane degrees of freedom actively controlled. We estimate the contribution to errors in controlling
the primary mirror that results from sensor noise and, in particular, compare mechanical measurements
of relative segment motion with optical wave-front information. Data from the Keck telescopes are used
to obtain realistic estimates of the achievable noise due to mechanical sensors. On the basis of these
estimates, mechanical sensors will be more accurate than wave-front information for any of the telescope
design concepts currently under consideration, and therefore supplemental wave-front sensors are not
required for real-time figure control. Furthermore, control system errors due to sensor noise will not
significantly degrade either seeing-limited or diffraction-limited observations. © 2004 Optical Society of
America

OCIS codes: 010.7350, 110.6770, 120.6650.
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. Introduction

arious ground-based optical–infrared telescopes
ith effective apertures of 30 m or more are currently

n the planning stages.1–4 Most of these design con-
epts involve a highly segmented primary mirror,
ith as many as a few thousand segments. The out-

f-plane degrees of freedom of each segment must be
ctively controlled, which requires precise informa-
ion about the displacement of each segment. The
6-segment primary mirrors of the twin Keck tele-
copes use capacitive displacement sensors to mea-
ure relative motion between neighboring
egments,5,6 and a similar approach is presumed for
ost future telescopes. With any set of sensors that

esponds only to relative motion, deflection shapes
ith high spatial wave number are sensed more ac-

urately than those of low wave number. Optical
ave-front information could be used to supplement

hese sensors to estimate the displacement of the
ow-spatial-wave-number modes. However, turbu-
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ence in the direction of the guide star is uncorrelated
ith the turbulence over most of the seeing-limited

elescope field of view, and thus wave-front informa-
ion provides a noisy estimate of mirror deforma-
ions.7,8

The control matrices for relative displacement sen-
ors for large segmented-mirror telescopes have been
eveloped by Chanan et al.,9 from which the noise
ropagation characteristics have been obtained. In
his paper we provide a quantitative assessment of
he resulting contribution to both the seeing-limited
nd the diffraction-limited error budgets of the tele-
cope as a function of the bandwidth of active control.
n addition to the error multiplier from Ref. 9, this
equires a realistic estimate of the power spectral
ensity �PSD� of the sensor noise, which we obtain
sing data from the Keck telescopes. The perfor-
ance of relative displacement sensors can then be

ompared directly to wave-front information.
The significance of errors resulting from measure-
ent noise needs to be understood in context with

easonable performance targets for two operational
odes: seeing-limited �without adaptive optics

AO�� and diffraction-limited �with AO�. A reason-
ble goal for seeing-limited observations is for the
elescope to degrade image quality by less than 10%,
hich we measure by the 80% enclosed-energy image
iameter ��80�. The 90th percentile atmospheric
urbulence degraded image size at Mauna Kea is 0.57
rc sec.1 Thus all telescope sources should contrib-
te ��80� � 0.26 arc sec, and any one source such as
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ensor noise must be significantly smaller. For
iffraction-limited observations, a reasonable target
f a Strehl ratio of 0.5 at a wavelength of 1 �m re-
uires the total error from all sources to be less than
33-nm rms. The total uncorrectable wave-front er-
or due to all telescope sources should be of the order
f 50-nm rms, with any one source being much
maller. Low-wave-number distortions of the pri-
ary mirror can be corrected by the AO system pro-

ided that this does not result in saturation of the AO
ctuators.
In Section 2 we review and generalize the construc-

ion of control matrices and resulting error multipli-
rs. In Section 3 we provide an analysis of edge
ensor data from Keck. In Sections 4 and 5 we es-
imate the corresponding contributions to telescope
erformance for relative displacement sensors and
ave-front information, respectively. With only rel-
tive displacement sensors, the low-wave-number
spatially smooth�modes have poor observability and
hus have larger rms surface errors for a given sensor
oise. Nonetheless, sufficient performance can be
chieved with feedback that uses only these sensors,
hereas wave-front information will have higher

ensor noise on any time scale due to atmospheric
urbulence. We conclude that use of real-time wave-
ront information for primary mirror figure control is
ot necessary, although optical measurements will
till be required periodically to determine the desired
ensor readings.
For specific numerical estimates, we use parame-

ers from the California Extremely Large Telescope
CELT�.1 The 30-m-diameter CELT primary mirror
as 1080 hexagonal segments �as illustrated in Fig.
�, 3240 actuators, and 6204 edge sensors.10,11

. Control Analysis

or the Keck telescopes, three actuators located at
he vertices of an equilateral triangle adjust the pis-
on, tip, and tilt of each segment in response to a set
f displacement sensor readings.5,6 There are two

ig. 1. Segmentation geometry for the CELT 15-m radius pri-
ary mirror, with 1080 segments of circumscribed radius a  0.5
.

isplacement sensors along each intersegment edge,
hich are sensitive to both the relative out-of-plane
isplacement between segments and also to the
hanges in the dihedral angle between segments. A
imilar control geometry is assumed for future large
egmented-mirror telescopes. The edge-mounted
isplacement sensors redundantly measure all
3nseg � 3� relative pistons, tips, and tilts of the nseg
egments.
The deformation of the primary mirror with re-

pect to the desired shape can be described by the
ector x of displacements at each of the actuator lo-
ations. The vector of sensor measurements y that
esults from segment displacements satisfies

y � Ax � 	 � n, (1)

ith zero-mean sensor noise n. The matrix A is de-
ermined from the segment geometry and the actua-
or and sensor locations; see Chanan et al.9 for
etails. The desired sensor readings 	 correspond-
ng to the desired mirror shape are determined opti-
ally. If additional sensors are also used �such as
ave-front information�, then y can be expanded to

nclude both sets of measurements.
The baseline disturbance rejection control algo-

ithm5,12 can be divided into two steps, shown in Fig.
. The first step is to estimate the displacements at
he actuator locations given the sensor information,
nd the second step is to use a simple controller to
inimize this error.
In the absence of sensor noise the optimal estima-

or is

x̂ � A#� y � 	�, (2)

here the left pseudoinverse ���# is given by

A# � lim

30

�ATA � 
I��1AT. (3)

or simplicity, assume integral control; with gain �
he desired change in the actuator commands u is

�u � �x̂. (4)

f the bandwidth is much lower than the sample rate
s, the control law can be approximated by a
ontinuous-time integrator u�s�  �k�s�A#�y�s� � 	�,
here s is the Laplace variable, k  fs� is the equiv-
lent continuous-time gain, and the bandwidth is fc
��2�� in hertz. The response from sensor noise to
urface error x is the product of A# and the low-pass

ig. 2. Control block diagram. For the control, we estimate the
isplacement x̂ from sensors y and use this to determine the de-
ired control command u.
20 January 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 3 � APPLIED OPTICS 609
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6

lter �1 � s�k��1; the filter passes estimation errors
ue to sensor noise through to surface errors below
he control bandwidth and attenuates higher-
requency errors. For white-noise input to this filter
ith PSD � �variance per hertz�, the variance of the

utput of the filter is ���2� fc�.
For specificity, two plausible control bandwidths

re considered in the following. The bandwidth suf-
cient to compensate for gravity and thermal defor-
ations is the same as that in use at Keck of �0.05
z. A higher bandwidth would be required to com-
ensate for wind-induced deformation of the primary
irror.13 In the absence of accurate models of wind

uffeting and the resulting control bandwidth re-
uirements, we assume a 2.5-Hz bandwidth for illus-
ration only. This is likely to be adequate, and
chieving a significantly higher control bandwidth for
0-m or larger telescopes may be challenging because
f the interaction with structural modes. Extending
he analysis to allow for the control bandwidth to
ary as a function of spatial frequency is straightfor-
ard.
Returning to the estimation problem from Eq. �2�,

ote that the left pseudoinverse is readily computable
rom the singular-value decomposition A  U�VT,
here � is a diagonal matrix of singular values �i and
and V are unitary. The deflection shapes corre-

ponding to each column of V are referred to as
odes. With only relative measurements, the ma-

rix A has three singular values equal to zero, corre-
ponding to overall rigid-body deflection of the
rimary mirror. The mode corresponding to zero
elative edge displacement between segments and
qual dihedral angle between segments is almost
ure focus. This mode is observable with sensors
ensitive to both dihedral angle and displacement as
s true at Keck and with the nominal sensor geometry
lanned for CELT.9
Large singular values of A correspond to highly

bservable deflection shapes, with large deflections
etween neighboring segments for a given overall
ms deflection. Small singular values correspond to
ow-spatial-wave-number �smooth� deflection shapes,
ith relatively less deflection between segments for a
iven overall deflection; these approximately match
he lowest-order Zernike basis functions. Modes
ith small singular value in A have large singular
alues �i

�1 in A#, and hence the control law will
mplify whatever sensor noise exists in these direc-
ions. Assuming that the noise on different sensors
s uncorrelated, the rms error in the estimation of the
eflection at the actuator locations is the product of
he rms sensor noise and an error multiplier N, given
y

N 2 ��
i1

nact

Ni
2 ��

i1

nact �i
�2

nact
. (5)

Values of N for specific segmentation designs are
iven in Ref. 9. For a general scaling argument,
onsider fitting a smooth surface �the deviation of the
irror from the desired shape� with rigid flat seg-
10 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 3 � 20 January 2004
ents; the resulting gaps at the segment edges are
roportional to the sensor output. Flat segments
an fit a uniform slope perfectly with zero vertical
aps between segments, but with nonzero curvature
n two dimensions, the best fit will have vertical gaps
etween segments that are proportional to the square
f the segment radius a and the second derivative of
he displacement shape. Figure 3 shows the vertical
ap di between a segment corner and a smooth de-
ection shape for each corner at the intersection of
hree hexagonal segments. The extra factor of 2 re-
ults from our assuming a best rms fit, rather than
atching the smooth shape only at the center of each

egment. Differencing the gaps across segments
ives an estimate of each sensor response. The ac-
uracy with which relative displacement measure-
ents can sense smooth modes with feature sizes
uch larger than an individual segment is therefore

elated to the curvature of the displacement shape.
or hexagonal segments with intersegment relative
isplacement sensors exactly at the corners, the
area-averaged� mean-square sensor response over
he mirror surface due to a displacement error f �x, y�

f �r cos �, r sin �� is

�� f � �
1

4� �a
R�4

�
0

1

�
0

2� �� �2f
�x2�2

� � �2f
�y2�2�rdrd�,

(6)

here the spatial coordinates are normalized by the
irror radius R so that r, x, and y are dimensionless.
he number of degrees of freedom of the segment
rray is nact � 3�R�a�2. For a mode with displace-
ent fi scaled to give unit mean-square surface mo-

ion, the error multiplier is Ni
2  ��� fi�nact�

�1. The
rror multiplier N therefore scales with the ratio of
irror radius to segment radius R�a �or to the square

ig. 3. Detail of a generic estimate of the relative displacement
ensor response at the intersection of three hexagonal segments.
he vertical gap di between a segment corner and a smooth de-
ection shape is proportional to the segment radius squared and
he curvature. The difference between these gaps is measured by
elative displacement sensors at the segment corners. The mean-
quare response of the three sensors at a segment intersection is
iven by Eq. �6�.
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oot of the number of segments�. Because the least-
bservable modes obtained from A correspond to
ernike basis functions, these can be used to estimate
he modal and total error multiplier. Excluding fo-
us mode �which involves sensitivity only to the di-
edral angle� and computing the integrals
umerically for Zernike basis functions yields N �
.35R�a. Alternatively, fitting the results from Ref.
for sensors sensitive only to displacement yields a

ough approximation of N � 0.5R�a. The approxi-
ation based on Eq. �6� is thus accurate to within a

actor of 2.
For seeing-limited observations, the contribution

o image blur depends on rms segment rotation �rms
ather than surface errors. For a Gaussian distri-
ution, ��80�  1.27 � 2�rms. For each mode, com-
ute the geometric multiplier�i as the ratio of mean-
quare rotation resulting from unit displacement in
hat mode:

�� f � �
1
�R2 �

0

1

�
0

2� �� �f�x�
2

� � �f�y�
2�rdrd�. (7)

he rms surface rotation that results from sensor
oise is

N�
2 ��

i1

nact

�N��i
2 �

1
nact
�
i1

nact �i

�i
. (8)

rom the preceding analysis, this rotational error
ultiplier scales only with the segment radius a and

s independent of the mirror diameter. The modal
ehavior of Ni and the product �N��i is shown in Fig.
with the analytical estimates from Eqs. �6� and �7�.
he rotational error multiplier scales inversely with
egment size a and is plotted in milliarcseconds �mas�
er nanometer, whereas the nondimensional error

ig. 4. Theoretical modal error multipliers for relative displace-
ent sensors. The solid curve is the error multiplier Ni from

ensor noise to displacement, divided by �R�a� �dimensionless�.
he dashed curve is the rotational error multiplier �N��i from
ensor noise to rms segment rotation, divided by 1�a �in mas�nm
or a in m�. Modes are Zernike basis functions sorted by error
ultiplier.
ultiplier N scales with R�a. The modes are
ernike basis functions sorted by the error multiplier;
his decreases with increasing radial degree and de-
reasing azimuthal degree �these trends are consis-
ent with the error multipliers obtained from detailed
nalysis in Ref. 9�. The total error multiplier N is
ominated by the lowest-order, smoothest modes, for
hich the analytical predictions are accurate. How-
ver, higher-order modes are more significant for the
otational error multiplier N�. For the analytical
stimate, the sum over an infinite number of Zernike
odes does not converge because of the cumulative

ontribution from modes with feature sizes smaller
han an individual segment, where the approxima-
ion clearly breaks down. The sum for a finite num-
er of modes up to radial degree R�a yields N��a�
0.4�a in mas�nm for a in meters. For CELT �a 

.5 m�, the total rotational error multiplier �for seg-
ent tilts, not ray tilts� for relative displacement

ensors9 is 0.93 mas�nm. This is the noise propaga-
ion factor from sensor noise to estimation errors in
egment rotations, analogous to the error multiplier

from sensor noise to estimation errors in segment
isplacements.

. Analysis of Keck Sensor Data

ata collected at the Keck telescopes were analyzed
o estimate the achievable noise with capacitive edge
ensors. A total of 83 data sets was used in the
nalysis, 36 from Keck 1 and 47 from Keck 2. All the
ata were collected between March and June 2001.
ensor readings were recorded at 100 Hz for all 168
ensors, and each data set was 10.24 s long.
The key to interpretation of the Keck data is the

eparation of physical �segment motion� from un-
hysical �e.g., electrical noise� sensor responses.
here are 168 sensor measurements, and if the mo-
ion is constrained to rigid-body motion of the 36
egments of the primary mirror, then there are only
05 degrees of freedom �overall tip, tilt, and piston do
ot produce any intersegment motion�. The sensor
et is thus overdetermined.
The sensor measurements result from both physi-

al motion d and sensor noise n, so y  Ad � 	 � n
hen we use the Keck A matrix. Project this mea-

urement into physical and unphysical subspaces yp
nd yu given by

yp � �AA#�� y � 	�, (9)

yu � �I � AA#�� y � 	�. (10)

sing the singular value decomposition of AU�VT,
e obtain

AA# � U�I105 0
0 0�UT, (11)

I � AA# � U�0 0
0 I63

�UT. (12)

he rank of the transformations used are thus np 
05 and n  63. Denote by �y 2�, �y 2� the sum of
u p u

20 January 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 3 � APPLIED OPTICS 611
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quares normalized by np and nu respectively. If the
matrix used to create these subspaces is exact, then

u contains information about only the sensor noise n,
hereas yp is influenced by both physical motion and

ensor noise. If n is uncorrelated between sensors,
hen the contribution of sensor noise in yp can be
stimated from the noise in yu: We have �yu

2�  �n
2,

nd �yp
2�  �n

2 � ��Ad�2�. If the sensor noise is
orrelated, then this result is not true; e.g., if there is
component of sensor noise that is correlated across

ll sensors, then this will show up in yp �as focus� but
ot in yu.
If the A matrix used in the transformation does not
atch the true A matrix exactly—because, for exam-

le, of calibration or fabrication errors—then some
rue physical motion will result in apparent unphysi-
al sensor readings. It follows that �yu

2�  �n
2 �

��Ad�2� for some constant � that is a function only of
he errors in the A matrix. The transformation is
ensitive to small errors; on the basis of a large num-
er of simulations, a 1% random error in each non-
ero element of the Keck A matrix yields � � 0.2. If
he statistics of the noise can be assumed to remain
onstant while the physical disturbances change,
hen we can obtain the noise statistics by plotting
yp

2� against �yu
2�. Low-frequency vibrations

hange considerably between data sets at Keck, and
herefore this approach can be used to estimate the
oise statistics.
The spectra of yp and yu were computed, averaged

ver sensors with np and nu used for normalization,
nd averaged over data sets for both Keck 1 and Keck
. The results are plotted in Fig. 5 for Keck 1; the
ata for Keck 2 are similar, with slightly higher levels
f both physical and unphysical responses. Over
uch of the frequency range, the physical and un-

hysical components are comparable, indicating that
ost of the energy in the sensor signals is due to
12 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 3 � 20 January 2004
ncorrelated noise. However, the physical compo-
ent exceeds the unphysical at low frequencies �and
lso from 25 to 45 Hz�. Although much of the spec-
rum is relatively constant from data set to data set,
he amplitude of the low-frequency component below
0 Hz varies considerably between data sets. One
lausible hypothesis is that this component results
rom wind-induced deformations of the telescope
tructure. The average over these data sets of the
stimated residual surface error at Keck due to un-
ontrolled low-frequency vibration is 50–75 nm.14

The low-frequency spectrum is of primary interest
or assessment of control system noise, and the sen-
or noise level is estimated with the approach out-
ined above. Figure 6 shows the correlation between
he low-frequency energy in the physical and un-
hysical components for Keck 1, averaged over 0–2.5
z and from 2.5 to 5 Hz. Pure sensor noise should

esult in �yp
2�  �yu

2�, shown in the plot as a dashed
ine. Assuming that the observed correlation be-
ween the computed physical and the unphysical re-
ponse is a result of our using an inexact A matrix to
ransform the motion, we conclude that the true sen-
or noise is the intercept where �yp

2�  �yu
2�, given by

mean-square noise of 0.2 nm2�Hz. The increase
bove this noise level in the unphysical direction for
any of the data sets is simply the result of an inac-

urate transformation from sensor measurements to
hysical and unphysical coordinates �corresponding
o errors of less than 1% between the actual and the
ssumed A matrices�. A similar plot can be gener-
ted for Keck 2: The apparent noise level below 5 Hz
s roughly 0.2 nm2�Hz for most data sets; however,
ome of the data sets appear to indicate higher noise
evels on Keck 2. Although future telescopes may
ave a different sensor geometry from Keck, it is
easonable to presume that similar noise perfor-
ance can be obtained. To be conservative, the re-
ig. 5. Average spectrum from Keck 1 displacement sensors, plot-
ed in physical �dotted curve� and unphysical �solid curve� compo-
ents. The estimated low-frequency noise PSD �see text� is shown
ig. 6. Low-frequency energy in physical and unphysical direc-
ions, Keck 1. Circles are 0–2.5 Hz, dots are 2.5–5 Hz. The
ashed line corresponds to equal covariance. The slope of the
est-fit line �solid line� is ��1 � 6, and the intercept with �yp

2� 
2 �
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ainder of the analysis is conducted with 1 nm2�Hz,
ore than double the expected rms noise level.

. Errors from Relative Displacement Sensors

. Surface Displacement Errors

he variance of the surface errors that result from
ensor noise can be computed as the product of the
rror multiplier squared N2, the estimated sensor
ovariance �, and the filtering due to the control
andwidth ���2� fc. The first factor depends on the
etails of the sensor geometry and placement and
cales with the ratio of mirror-to-segment diameter.
Note that focus mode differs from higher-order
odes in that this error can be compensated by mo-

ion of the secondary, with a residual error due to
calloping.1 The contribution from focus mode thus
epends on both the control bandwidth of the primary
irror and that of the secondary. In the current

nalysis, we ignore the reduction in error that could
hus be achieved. With a deformable secondary mir-
or, similar corrections could be applied for higher-
rder modes as well.
Using the approximation obtained above for N, we

btain the rms surface error resulting from sensor
oise:

��x
2�1�2 � 0.35�R

a��� �

2
fc�1�2

. (13)

or R 15 m, a 0.5 m,� 1 nm2�Hz, and fc 0.05
z or fc  2.5 Hz, ��x

2�1�2  3 or 20 nm rms.

. Seeing-Limited Errors

he relevant metric for seeing-limited observations is
he mean-square image blur that results from sensor
oise, which we quantify in terms of the 80%
nclosed-energy image diameter ��80�. This can be
stimated as the product of the rotational error mul-
iplier N�, the rms sensor noise, the control band-
idth term, and the conversion factor from segment

ips and tilts to ��80� of 2 � 1.27:

��80� � 2.54�0.4
a

mas
nm ��� �

2
fc�1�2

. (14)

or a  0.5 m and � 1 nm2�Hz, the contribution to
�80� from relative displacement sensors for control
andwidths of fc  0.05 Hz or fc  2.5 Hz is �1 mas
r 5 mas, respectively. In either case, this is small
ompared to the target for telescope errors unless
uch smaller segments are proposed, a much higher

ontrol bandwidth is used, or a much larger sensor
oise is encountered than that at Keck.

. Diffraction-Limited Errors

ith AO on, most of the errors introduced by sensor
oise can be corrected. The errors that remain re-
ult largely from edge discontinuities between seg-
ents. We can obtain a rough estimate for these

rrors by noting that each intersegment edge has two
dge sensors, so that the resulting uncertainty in the
dge discontinuity is 1��2 times the individual sen-
or noise.
The fraction of the rms edge discontinuity remain-

ng after correction by AO is approximated by a two-
imensional geometric argument. If the deformable
irror slopes are piecewise constant, then the resid-
al displacement can be obtained from the ratio � 

�a, where l is the apparent spacing between deform-
ble mirror actuators as seen at the segmented
irror and a is the segment radius. The best fit to a

egment edge discontinuity �edge yields a nonzero re-
idual error as a function of the distance x from the
egment edge of z�x�  ��1�2 � �x��l ��edge for �x� �
�2. Integrating z2�x� over the length of a segment
ives the AO-controlled rms surface error �ctrl in
erms of the primary mirror rms edge discontinuity
edge as �ctrl  ���24�1�2�edge. For a deformable mir-
or with �7000 actuators and a primary mirror with
080 segments, � � 0.8, hence �ctrl � 0.18�edge.
The residual wave-front error resulting from sen-

or noise propagation is therefore given by the prod-
ct of all these factors:

�wf � 2� �24�1�2� 1

�2��� �

2
fc�1�2

. (15)

or �  0.8 and �  1 nm2�Hz, the contribution to
ave-front error from relative displacement sensors

or control bandwidths of fc  0.05 Hz or fc  2.5 Hz
ill be �0.1 nm or �0.5 nm, respectively. Thus, as
ith seeing-limited observations, measurement noise

rom relative displacement sensors will not affect
iffraction-limited observations unless either much
igher control bandwidth is used or much larger sen-
or noise is encountered than that at Keck.

. Inclusion of Wave-Front Information

he analysis above suggests that, for future telescope
esigns currently being considered, sensors that mea-
ure the relative displacement between segments can
e expected to provide sufficiently accurate displace-
ent estimates for the lowest-order modes. Fur-

hermore, this conclusion also holds if either the
ensor noise or the required control bandwidth are
ncreased substantially. Nonetheless, an estimate
f the errors associated with the use of wave-front
nformation to estimate the displacement of the low-
ave-number modes is relevant.
With AO on, wave-front information is already be-

ng used in the control loop. The lowest-frequency
ontent of the AO deformable mirror corrections
ould be off-loaded to the primary mirror if desired.
he need for supplemental wave-front information
ust therefore be asked in the context of seeing-

imited observations only.
For seeing-limited observations, the desired field of

iew is much larger than the isoplanatic angle over
hich the atmospheric turbulence can be considered

orrelated. Therefore turbulence in the direction of
he guide star used to provide information is noise on
he intended measurement of the primary mirror
20 January 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 3 � APPLIED OPTICS 613
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hape. This is the dominant source of sensor noise;
hoton and read noise can be neglected.
Padin7 has estimated the contribution from atmo-

pheric turbulence to sensor noise as a function of
ernike radial degree n and integration time. By
se of a von Karman spectrum to account for the
uter scale L0 in the atmospheric turbulence, the
emporal spectrum with frequency f normalized by
he mirror radius and turbulent layer velocity v is
iven by7

Fn�fR
v � � 0.023�R

r0
�5�3 n � 1

�2

� �
� 

 Jn�1�2���
2

�2��2 � �R�L0��
11�6 dk, (16)

here �2  k2 � � fR�v�2. For a given control band-
idth fc, the resulting variance on a mode of radial
egree n is

��2� fc, n�� � �
0

 1
1 � � f�fc�

2 Fn�fR
v �df. (17)

To obtain a quantifiable comparison with relative
isplacement sensors, consider primary mirror ra-
ius R  15 m, wavelength !  0.55 �m, seeing r0 
.2 m, outer scale L0  2R, and turbulent layer wind
peed v  10 m�s. Note that either larger measure-
ent wavelength ! or larger outer scale L0 will result

n larger atmospheric turbulence and hence worse
erformance. With these parameters, the total at-
ospheric wave-front error is of the order of 800 nm,
ith 185 nm in each n  2 mode �focus and two
stigmatism modes�. For the control bandwidths
onsidered of 0.05 or 2.5 Hz, the residual atmospheric
hase in each n  2 mode on time scales long enough
o affect the measurement is 70- and 184-nm rms,
espectively. For comparison, the corresponding er-
ors resulting from relative displacement sensors for
 2 obtained by use of the parameters from CELT

R  15 m, a  0.5 m� are 1- and 8-nm rms, respec-
ively. The resulting closed-loop displacement error
ue to measurement noise for each Zernike mode is
hown in Fig. 7 for both atmospheric turbulence cor-
upted wave-front information and for relative dis-
lacement sensors with noise characteristics similar
o those of the Keck sensors.

Although wave-front information will be periodi-
ally required to establish the desired sensor read-
ngs 	, it will not be useful for real-time control unless
he internal sensors are significantly worse than ex-
ected, or the number of segments is increased sig-
ificantly �increasing the error multiplier for A�.

. Conclusions

uture extremely large telescopes with highly seg-
ented primary mirrors require active control to
aintain the figure of the primary in the presence of

isturbances. As the number of segments increases,
here is a decrease in the accuracy of the estimation
14 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 3 � 20 January 2004
f low-wave-number �smooth� errors in the primary
irror when only relative measurements are used.
he error multiplier that relates estimation errors to
easurement noise is a function of the sensor–

ctuator influence matrix, but can be estimated from
he curvature of the basis functions used to represent
he mirror deflection shape; the contributions to im-
ge blur can similarly be estimated with the slope of
he basis functions.

A detailed analysis of data collected at Keck Ob-
ervatory suggests that the relative displacement
ensors in use there have less than 1-nm2�Hz noise.
his is considerably lower than previous estimates,
hich did not distinguish sensor noise from low-

requency segment vibration. The actuator position
rrors that result from sensor noise are a product of
wo factors: the error multiplier discussed above
nd the sensor noise filtered by the control band-
idth. The resulting wave-front error is primarily

n the lowest-wave-number, spatially smooth modes.
he contributions to the error budget for seeing-

imited observations are estimated from the rms seg-
ent tip and tilt that results from sensor noise. For

iffraction-limited observations, it is assumed that
he deformable mirror can correct spatially smooth
rrors, and only intersegment edge discontinuities
re relevant.
For specificity, the resulting errors are estimated

or the parameters of the CELT, where the mirror
adius is R 15 m and the segment size is a 0.5 m.
or a control bandwidth of 2.5 Hz, we expect a con-
ribution to seeing-limited image diameter due to rel-
tive displacement sensors of ��80� � 5 mas and a
ontribution to uncorrectable rms wave-front error of
1 nm for diffraction-limited observations. We

herefore conclude that control system errors due to

ig. 7. Closed-loop rms displacement error in nanometers due to
easurement noise as a function of the Zernike radial degree for

tmospheric turbulence corrupted wave-front information �upper
urve, !  0.55 �m, r0  0.2 m, L0  2R  30 m� and relative
isplacement sensors �crosses, R  15 m, a  0.5 m�. A control
andwidth of 0.05 Hz was assumed; higher control bandwidth
esults in higher errors from either sensor set.
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isplacement sensor noise are not a problem for 30-m
lass telescopes. This conclusion is dependent on
he assumption that the sensor noise is not signifi-
antly worse than that found at Keck, and for rea-
onable control bandwidths. Furthermore, for
bservations over the seeing-limited field of view of
he telescope, atmospheric turbulence is uncorrelated
nd thus acts as measurement noise in the estima-
ion of the deflections of a segmented mirror. On the
asis of optimistic estimates of this contribution, rel-
tive displacement sensors will be more accurate
han wave-front information on any time scale. As a
esult, wave-front information is not required for
eal-time control of relative displacement within the
egmented mirror, but only for the establishment of
he desired sensor readings.
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